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http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html Today doing simple things like taking photographs or recording a video are easier than ever. Smartphones have allowed all manner of person to become a photographer or videographer with ease. There are countless apps and programs designed to turn the inexperienced person into a professional, or at least see like one. With all these digital advances the need for physical space to store files and photographs is becoming less and less. With the internet people can work together from all around the world and it’s easier to create and upload a document and then edit that same document from another location without much waiting time. Businesses the world around are striving towards better and quicker ways to improve the efficiency of their workers and their products.



Any business that uses multiple computers will most likely have a dedicated server for storing and backing up their information. One of the more popular configurations is using a Redundant Array of Independent Discs, shortened to RAID, which employs the use of multiple hard drives to stripe and mirror data from one to the other. A popular format is to use the RAID 10 setup which works just as described above along with controller software to ensure the information passes from each disc appropriately. RAID 10 needs at least 2 physical hard drives to do the striping and mirroring and can be very fast although it does eat up available disc space. Even if one drive fails completely you may be able to replace the broken drive without having to replace the entire system. This is where the mirroring of information comes in handy but it’s not foolproof. All RAID setups can be susceptible to logistical and physical failures but they can be recovered.



http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html Repairing Your RAID Need immediate help? Click here to request a quote on our 24 hour turnaround RAID data recovery service. Repairing a RAID system works one of two ways: it can be very simple, with very little stress and immediate results, or it can be difficult, stressful and cause catastrophic data loss. When faced with that choice, what do you feel comfortable with? Taking your RAID repair request to a professional data recovery services company with over 20 years of hands on hard drive recovery experience? Or "giving it a shot" and rolling the dice on a DIY RAID repair? The choice is yours, but the importance of the data should be your critical factor. Using a RAID 0 to speed up your Half-Life game play? Self recovery is probably not your worst option. After all, if your personal data is lost because of a failed RAID hard drive, you probably have only lost the cost of the drive. While we never recommend DIY RAID repair, users with a limited or no budget can always consult the Internet for a myriad of potential solutions. Running an MS Exchange Server on a RAID 10 that serves 200 users? Your case for not calling a professional RAID repair service has suddenly become far less logical. Time is money, and whether your business data is located on a RAID file server, web or application server or a NAS or SAN appliance, it is far too critical to trust to anyone but an experienced RAID data recovery shop like Hard Drive Recovery Group.



Click here to get a RAID recovery quote. The Key Causes



http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html The key cause of a RAID system failure is typically a multiple hard disk failure. These can occur for many reasons, including power surges, overheating and excessive vibration. Fixing a multi-disk failure is typically not an option for the regular user. Instead, this requires professional RAID system repair to ensure that permanent data loss does not occur. What frequently causes these multi-disk failures is the fact that once a single drive has failed, the admin fails to properly reinstall a new drive, and the entire system fails as a result. It is a simple issue, but one that takes down far more RAID systems than we'd like to say. How To Recover Data from A Failed RAID Array Recovering data from a RAID array is generally more difficult than running a simple software package. Some of our competitors promote these packages, understanding that while they do work some of the time, they actually can cause worse data loss than would have occurred without software. This, in turn, ensures that their RAID recovery fees are much larger than might have been the case in the first place. In fact, whenever there is multiple hard disk drive failure in a RAID array, particularly if it is running such mission critical systems as MS Exchange or Oracle, we always recommend a professional shop analyze the problem first. An experienced RAID repair technician should be able to analyze and diagnose the problem and provide a solution within a single hour of testing - this is something an "out of the box" software package cannot do. What's more, the technician can do this without worsening the failure.



Hard Drive Recovery Group has specialized access to immediate shipping services to ensure we can pick up, repair and re-deliver your recovered RAID solution within 24 hours. Only one or two other shops in the country can offer such a level of service, and neither can offer our guarantee: no data recovered, no cost. It really is that simple. When you've been in the RAID repair business as long as we have, it's not only a necessary guarantee, it's a selling point. Tips For An Effective Raid Repair



http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html



There are several points to look at when you feel you may need a professional RAID repair. Some are simpler than others, but we've seen them all. Ensure you have tried these avenues before you commit to any RAID data recovery service: No Chkdsk - Using CHKDSK in an attempt to recover data from a RAID system from RAID 0-1-2-5-10 or higher, is never a good idea. CHKDSK is NOT a RAID recovery tool. It is simply a tool to ensure the operating system can function properly. The problem it creates is that sometimes when trying to ensure the operating system works well, it can FURTHER CORRUPT your RAID setup. Avoid using it, and save yourself thousands of dollars in repair fees. Check Connections - As simple as it sounds, sometimes vibrations can break the integrity of hardware and cabling connections. Although rare, it's never a good idea to ship out a full RAID system expecting a corrupted RAID, only to find out that a single cable had come loose. Keep RAID drive order the same - Moving your drives around in your enclosure can be catastrophic. Even for professional RAID data recovery companies like Hard Drive Recovery Group, this can make things incredibly difficult, and expensive. So this is a must to avoid. More Things To Avoid When your RAID system has failed here are some other important things to think about: ● Do not run a software based volume repair on suspected bad HDDs ● Do not replace a failed drive with another drive that had been a RAID drive ● Ensure you have a backup (and that the backup is valid) before attempting any restoration ● Restore any backups before attempting to restore failed systems ● Any mechanical noises such as clicking or buzzing is a signal of RAID hard drive failure. Turn the drive off immediately. Call a professional. Do not attempt to repair the failed disk yourself. ● Ensure you label all drives by number in regards to their position in the RAID array



http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html No matter your RAID manufacturer, or the operating system your box is using, HDRG can handle it. Our 20 years of experience works daily for all of our clients, ensuring data is recovered and safe.



Contact details: Hard Drive Recovery Group Phone : 1-866-341-4374 website : http://www.harddriverecovery.org/raid-data-recovery.html Google Folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B14QGv7pBoAfM2dzTldPOUQ4QzQ?usp=sharing Related Contents: data recovery raid raid data recovery raid 5 data recovery data raid recovery raid 6 data recovery raid data recovery service raid 10 data recovery raid data recovery services raid 1 data recovery data recovery raid 5 raid 5 data recovery software data recovery raid 0 raid server data recovery raid array data recovery raid recovery services raid recovery raid 5 recovery raid recovery software raid file recovery qnap raid 5 recovery raid failure recovery nas raid recovery
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Recommended Links: https://goo.gl/ZT8Nax https://goo.gl/DDRq1q https://goo.gl/4RPg7v https://goo.gl/7oSDmD https://goo.gl/phR6D2 https://goo.gl/ZCvbtb https://goo.gl/MNzPkj https://goo.gl/cJUp3C https://goo.gl/4M7Z6h https://goo.gl/NiGFdL https://goo.gl/xQ5ZmW https://goo.gl/SLvfkL https://goo.gl/S2yrsN https://goo.gl/bPFr5j https://goo.gl/AY9QNd
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